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left South Africa during 

apartheid. Travel and displacement seem not to 

daunt but to inspire her; Brower’s work takes 

on the natural world in all its variety, from a 

single flower, to the vastest of landscapes.

Brower works from her copious life sketches, 

creating formally rigorous and sophisticated 

paintings that keep the freshness of her 

original vision. Her evident delight in the 

beauty and strangeness of the world is 

balanced with a certain intellectual rigor.

Printmaking, Brower says, “allows me to explore the 

playful qualities of the subject” —an apt description of the 

printmaking process. In her prints she explores not so much 

the place, as the flora and fauna to be found in the place. 

It’s as though we were taking a stroll with Brower, stopping 

to notice a shy lizard, a leaf, a bug, a corner of the studio.
Aloe
color etching

Aloe (alternate version)
color etching with chine collé

Cynthia Jawitz Brower



The print process seems to have set this artist free to 

experiment and play. Over the course of her long career 

Brower has taken full advantage of this freedom. She 

has approached her subjects with every print medium: 

lithography, etching, aquatint, drypoint, silkscreen, woodcut; 

sometimes combining more than one at a time. There are 

many variations on one theme, where Brower will experiment, 

printing the same image in different color combinations.

Despite the freedom and playfulness, these techniques require 

a high degree of technical control. Brower’s proficiency allows 

her to experiment and play making it look effortless. Her work is 

engaging and joyful, with an infinite variety of forms and always 

a sense of the underlying structure. Rather than copying nature 

Brower empathizes with it, expressing delight in the visual world.

—Ruth Channing

N’Kosi Sekalel i Afrika
linocut



Aloe and Strelizia
color linocut

Pig’s Ear
color linocut



Magic Mountain II
lithograph with crayon

Black Clouds, New Mexico
lithograph



Lizard
reduction woodcut

Pheasant
soft ground etching with color plate



Breaking Wave
color aquatint with chine collé

Hay Bales, Dordogne
screen print



Gaming Pieces
deep bite etching

Leaf Alphabet
multi-technique etching



Istanbul
linocut

Bathing Boxes
color aquatint with chine collé



The Studio
linocut with chine collé

Cezanne with Cherries
color linocut



Iris I
lithograph

White Iris
lithograph



City Serenade
screen print

in ten colors by Ian Jackson and Kat Hanson, 

City Serenade is Brower’s most recent print, produced in 

collaboration with Ink Spot Press and sister studio Manual 

Feed Press. Beginning in the spring of 2022 with a series of 

exploratory drawings, Brower edited her vision throughout 

the summer and winter, collaging cut papers, strings, tapes 

and other drawings into the boldly colorful, lyrical statement 

presented here.

With Brower handing over the completed collage to Jackson, the 

process of separating the colors in preparation for printing could 

begin. Jackson cut each colored shape by hand into rubylith 

films with care taken to trap overlapping colors for a seamless 

appearance. Then the films were returned to Brower for 

embellishment with drybrush. A few confident strokes here and 

there brought the artist’s hand back into the otherwise strictly 

geometric design.

Films ready to be burned into screens and paper tabbed for 

precise registration, all that remained was to match Brower’s 

Screen printed



colors—a challenge that proved to be the most painstaking 

and ultimately rewarding aspect of the collaboration. The 

original colors being mixed with focused intention by Brower 

and holding deeply personal significance to 

her, an accurate color match was of critical 

importance.

To this end every color swatch was pulled 

through a screen onto samples of paper, and 

the variables that could affect the color were 

notated for reproducibility: the mesh count of 

the screen, the thickness of the stencil, and 

the durometer of the squeegee.

The result was an ensemble of perfect color matches and a print 

that sings with color and shape, declaring to any who would look 

closely: “listen.”

—Ian Jackson




